
WRYEST IMAGININGS 
 
From her early days, with that steep Trevallyn garden vanishing into obscure Tasmanian 
umbrage, there have been peculiar areas of mystery evoked by Kristin Headlam’s 
paintings. Her paint often flows towards or into the dark, much as her gardener worked 
frequently at midnight in an almost haunted parterre. Elwyn Lynn wrote of her 
“mysticism”, but the term is misleading for this frequently sardonic artist. Mystery is 
enough. And secrets, encoded in that non-verbal language which is paint, or even ink. 
 
Like the novelists Marcel Proust and Alain Fournier, she evokes among her swarthy trees 
a world that is lost. But true art is never autobiographical: as in their fiction, the lost 
domain was erased from the beginning. It was Beckett who said, “The only Paradise is 
the one that has been lost.” As humans, we were always too late. Moreover, Headlam’s 
“Gardener at Midnight” was never there in the paintings which names after him. 
 
For a while, her commanding image was that ancient symbol, the rose. There were 
bloody roses, black roses, blooms as big as your head. The paint seemed to drip thickly 
from their gross petals. But then the reek of the human thrust its way back into what her 
brushes did. Her crepuscular parks returned, people caught in strange attitudes in front of 
vanishing paths and darkening trees: people acting out their uncommon roles. 
 
Inherently poetic, if one can ever say that about a painterly imagination, Headlam can 
depict those edges of the civil state, where culture nudges its way into nature, leaving the 
black dog black. When she turns for a while to modern sport, her players strike the 
agonistic postures of Dionysian Greece, or from the Athenian tragedies. More recently 
yet, her politicians, locked into classical moments, are trapped by cultural matrices which 
they could hardly have imagines, as they straighten their ties, plot together, or 
desperately grin. The past has then in its long green undertow, as it has all our 
imaginings. 
 
Even M. Plitt, teaching his dog Tuppy to jump over the brook, back in 1991, was already 
disappearing, from the legs upward. Moreover, the malign creature which attacks her 
Blakean “Sick Rose” prints is the invisible worm. We cannot bear very much reality, 
indeed. Absence is too strong for us. 
 
Often the painter has located her imagery in public parks, which she has glancingly 
defined as “sites of urban dreaming”. The absence that haunts her there can be felt in the 
atavistic ritual of marriages with attendant photographers, the whole pastoral ensemble 
pretending to a grandeur that has gone from secular reality – and yet evoking something 
of it still. Realized in paint, a wedding gown silently speaks of cultural meaning, or of 
hopes. 
 
So Headlam, mistily early or ironically late, paints exactly what has just disappeared from 
the picture. The paradox of all this lies in the fact that her generic approach is so often 
biddable as realistic. Her large trees, gravel paths and oratorical heads are recognisable 
for what they barely are: the originals have left their traces, boldly enough. And in her 
most magisterial paintings, “The Water Bearers”, the eponymous figures look beyond its 
margins for a nameless something to manifest itself. 
 
All achieved art thrives on opposites. Kristin Headlam, whose paintings call absence into 
being also has something of the novelist about her: a keen mimic and observer of the 
social fabric, she chooses to seize and withhold information, even when appalled by 
political events. Her wit could be summed up in Iris Murdoch’s remark that “We are 
surrounded by live and rather pathetic objects.” When she builds from photographs, she 
ranges widely, selects an odd vignette, broods like billy-oh, and comes up with something 
psychologically acute. 
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